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A REVIEW OF THE BIRDS BETW EEN TH~ NT. LOFTY
RANGES AND THE RIVER MURRAY_A .SITE FOR A REAL
SANCTUARY
By C. E. RIX.
Lying between the eastern foothills of the
Mount Lofty Ranges and the River Murray
and bounded on the north and south by the
Rocky River and Lake Alexandrina respectively is a tract of country which abounds
with natural fauna and flora. This area is
embraced in the Hundreds of Freeling and
Brinkley, the southern portions of the Hundreds of Mobilong and Monarto, and the
eastern fringes of the Hundred of Strathalbyn.
Large areas are still clothed in. the natural
vegetation, and here the Mallee Fowl still
builds its curious incubating mounds. Here,
kangaroos still roam at large and here, too,
are to be found many of our most beautiful
trees, shrubs, and wild flowers, including the
Bottlebrush (Callistemon rugulosusr-coccineus) and the Pink-flowering Bluegum (Euca.
lyptus leucoxylon],
The .vegetation of the area falls within four
categories viz: the open Sheoak (Casuarina
stricta) and Bluegum (E. leucoxylon) foothill
country along the western side; the. Red Gum
.cE. eamaldulensiss and swamp lands along
the River Murray; the samphire flats and
swamps and the sandhill country on the
northern shores of Lake Alexandrine, and the
mallee country embracing all the interior
portion.
In the latter type of country mallee (principally E.·dumosCl, E. oleos a, E. angulosa, and
E. Leptophylla) are dominant with a wide
variety of shrubs, including Melaleuca pubes-

cetts, M. acuminata (Teatree broom), Baeckia
sp. (Brcombush) , Banksia ornata, Callisteman rugulosus (Bottlebrush), Hakea leueopterti (Needlebush), Greoillea ilicifolia (Hollyleaved Crevillea) , Callitris sp. (Native Pine),
and several species of Acacia. In parts the
Teatree (M. pubescens) forms small communities to the exclusion 'of practically all
other plants. Blue gums in a somewhat
stunted and twisted form occur in many of
the lower lying parts and these trees are
usually infested with Mistletoe (Loranthus
sp.). The creeper .Gassytha sp. is thickly entwined among the mallees and shrubs in some
areas, forming small, fairly dense thickets,
which present ideal nesting sites for several
varieties of birds.
,
Many of the shrubs in these parts when in
flower are really beautiful, and in the early
spring the wildflowers rival those of the Mt.
Lofty Ranges both in variety and in colour.
On a recent visit to the',mallee country east
of Hartley seven species of Orchids were
found in a space of a few hundred square
yards.
.
The mallee country, generally, is undulat·
ing, with sandy soils. Travertine limestone
in both sheet and nodular form occurs 'on
most of the ridges.
.
'
Much of the mallee country, particularly in
the Hundred of Freeling, is uncleared. Owing
to the nature of the' soil and low rainfall,
much of it is unsuitable for agricultural er
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pastoral purposes, for, if cleared, it would
drift badly. It seems, therefore, that steps
should be taken to reserve as large an area
as possible to ensure the safety of the numerous forms of wild life at present found there.
Many of these, if not afforded such sanctuary,
may soon become extinct,
~he present ~enerati'on owes this to pastenty, for what IS more depressing and more
indicative of past thoughtlessness and improvidence than the caption "Extinct. Formerly numerous at --"?
Will not our children's children look askance at the vast expanses dotted with deserted
homesteads, in the denuded marginal areas?
Will they not rightly feel that they have heen
denied, except in legend, a knowledge of a
substantial part of their heritage? Progress
is essential to the life of the nation, but in
our progress let us not destroy all vestige of
the Australia which, since it first became
known to our forefathers, has been regarded,
by scientist and layman alike, as a land of
natural wonders.
Admittedly an area in the Hundred 'of
Freeling has been set aside as a sanctuary,
but this is small (about 1,600 acres)-a
piece of land some 2i miles long and about
one mile in width. Furthermore, it has no
caretaker to see that the objects of its segre,
gation are being fulfilled.
This aspect is one of prime importance in
the estahlishment of fauna and flora reserves
and one which in future should be given more
.attention. No reserve can be wholly a sanctuary unless there is someone whose work it
is to see that the provisions of the reservation are 'observed and to eradicate the vermin
which will .most certainly bid fair to overrun such a place if unmolested. .Frequently
sanctuaries .are violated through ignorance
and .not through any .desire on the part of
the offender. The fact of having a game
warden on the spot .would :prevent this happening and consequently ensure a reasonable
measure of security for the natural life of the
area.
4-t the present, time the. only .really effective
sanctuaries ate the .National Park, .Belair,
and Flinders Chase, Kangaroo Island, hath
of'wliich are supervised.
It may be argued that the .State cannot
afford the expenditure of repurchasing land
for reserves andof employing men to control
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these reserves, hut surely, by comparison with
the result achieved, the expense would be
small and well justified. Each reserve set
aside would mean a livelihood for a family
and, while there would he no monetar;
return, the profit to the nation would be inestimable from an educational and cultural
point of view.
Let us endeavour to emulate America,
Canada and South Africa with their vast game
reserves, which attract tourists from all over
the world, and let us do it while the natural
life is still there.
Consider the 3,350 square miles of the
Yellowstone Park in the United States of
America and the Kruger Park in South Africa,
which covers 8,000 square miles. These are
only two out of the many in each of these
countries. The Union of South Africa, together with its Protectorates, has 29 fauna
and flora reserves, some of which are as big
as, if not bigger than, the Kruger Park
Reserve.
All are under strict supervision
and cannot be entered without a permit.
Admittedly we have not the vast array of
mammals which these countries, particularly
the latter; possess, but those that we have
are unique and the variety of bird-life is
probably unexcelled by any other part.
Compare the above areas with the 2! square
miles which constitute the present reserve in
the Hundred of Freeling. Surely it is not
too much to ask that ten times this area be
set aside for the protection and preservation
of so many of our native birds, mammals
and plants.
Twenty-five square miles would afford a
very fine sanctuary for them and, if properly
supervised, would become a centre of attraction in the years to come.
The bird population would probably be
increased by the provision of a few wells
here and there or a small dam or two. Such
would become ideal observation points, particularly during the dry summer months when
large numbers of birds would. congregate
.
there.
In planning such- a reserve it must be remembered that, while some birds spend much
of their lives in company with large flocks
of their kind and some 'nest in colonies, in
many other species each pair has its own
territory. This territory may be large or it
may be small,' according to the normal food
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supply obtainable therein. Each pair nests
within its territory and will frequently chase
away others of the same species which may
chance to intrude thereon. Young birds
remain in the territory of their parents until
they are able to fend for themselves, when
they leave or are driven away to find a mate
and establish an estate of their own. It can
thus be seen that it is necessary to have a
total area large enough to encompass a number of such territories.
To do this it is
necessary to give the sanctuary sufficient
dimension in each direction. A long, narrow
reserve may have considerable total area and
yet be only partly successful in its aim in
that it disorganises the territories of many
of the birds and the consequent reorganisation may result in a serious diminution of
the number.
Over the past fifteen 'or twenty years the
writer has made many visits to various parts
of the area here concerned and since 1936
frequent and regular excursions have been
made in company with Messrs. S. E. Terrill,
H. T. Condon, H. Jarman, and W. B. Hitchcock. The accompanying list of the birds
of the district includes the records and much
valuable data collected by these ornithologists.
In December, 1940, the writer had cause
to traverse all the roads in the Hundred of
Mobilong. The work was spread over three
days and done at low speeds. Many species
of birds were seen and some idea gained of
their relative numbers.
In order to show the wide range of bird
life recorded from this area, reference is
made to the Orders and Families in which
they are classified. The figures in brackets
following the name of each Order denote
the number of Families in that Order which
have been recorded from South Australia.
Similarly the number following the name of
each Family denotes the number of species
in that Family recorded from this State.
Of the total number of 19 Orders in which
representatives have been recorded in South
Australia, 16 are included in the following
list, and, of the 69 Families represented in
the State, 48 are here included.
In all 163 species have been recorded and
a number of interesting specimens have been
collected, in addition to much data concerning
their habits and economy. "
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It will be seen- that hy reserving an area
in this- locality which is sufficiently large to
aUow reasonable numbers of each species to
obtain their natural lood and suitable nesting sites, a very comprehensive cross section
of the bird-life of the State will be assured
of sanctuary and will thus be preserved for
posterity,

ORDER CASUARIIFORMES (1)
Family Dromaiidae (2-1 being extinct)
The Emu (Dromaius novae-hollandiae) at
one time roamed at will 'over these parts but
none has been seen here for the past twenty
years or so, and therefore cannot be regarded
as resident at the present time. However, if
a reasonable area were reserved there is no
reason why some should not be released
therein.

ORDER GALLIFORMES (2)
Family MegaporIiiaae (1)
The more southerly parts of this district
are among the few remaining places, within
a considerable radius of Adelaide, in which
the Mallee Fowl (Leipoa ocellata) may still
be seen and its remarkable incubation mounds
found.
While they cannot be said to be numerous
(they may be found to be more numerous
than at present thought if a complete survey
of, the area were made), there are, nevertheless, sufficient to form the basis of a strong
colony in a National Park where they reo
ceived proper protection from man and fox.
Signs of the latter are almost invariably
present around the various' mounds which
have been under observation over the past
few years, and on one' occasion there was
ample evidence that a. bird had been shot
on its mound.
1\. number of mounds have been found in
the country east of Hartley. In some-seasons
as many as three occupied mounds have been
under observation, and much interesting data
have been accumulated. This will form the '
subject of a separate article which it is hop.ed
to publish at a later date.
The birds themselves have been both seen
and heard on several occasions, but unfortunately have not been seen at work 'on the
mound,
Family Phasianidae (3)
Only one representative has been recorded,
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namely, the Stubble Quail (Coturnix pector"alis). This bird is frequently seen and heard
.in the open grassy areas and among crops.
'A male specimen in breeding condition was
collected about 8 miles east of Hartley in
September, 1937. The stomach of this bird
contained vegetable matter, some hard round
seeds, and a quantity of coarse grit.
ORDER COLUiVIBIFORMES (3)
Family Turturidae (7)
This family is well represented, for, although seven species have been recorded in
"the State, only four of them occur in the
;.southern part thereof and all four have been
.observed in this area.
: The Peaceful Dove (Geopelia placida) is
:Yery plentiful along the banks of the River
'.Murray and has 'occasionally been seen in
various parts of the mallee country. A pair
was found nesting near the Rocky River at
Kinchina in December, 1940, while on another
occasion a nest was found in the mallee about
8 miles east of Hartley near the old Welling.ton Road.
., In some seasons the Common Bronzewing
"(Phaps chalcoptera) is numerous throughout,
and nests are frequently found. As many as
l.s~ven occupied nests containing either eggs
::or young have been found in one patch of
scrub in one day.
,: In other seasons only comparatively few
'birds are to be seen, although it is but rarely
that one or two pairs are not flushed during
the course of a day's ramble in the mallee,
The Brush Bronzewing '(P. elegans] has
only been definitely identified on a few occasions, hut a number' believed to be this
'species have been seen from time to time.
A pair was found nesting in a small Native
Pine (Callitris) in the mallee east of Hartley,
and on another occasion a bird was found
caught in some loose netting on a fence. This
bird submitted quietly to being handled and
examined for injuries, but on being released
dmmediately flew swiftly into the scrub.
Rarely is a visit made to this district without seeing a number of Crested Pigeons
(Ocyphaps lophotes) and nests are frequently
found throughout the mallee area. One pair
nested in a tree immediately alongside the old
Wellington Road east of Hartley, and the
sitting birds were undeterred. by passing
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vehicles unless they stopped opposite the
nest.
It is to be feared that the edible qualities
of the pigeons are a strong temptation to'
the so-called sportsman and that many of
them fall to the gun.
ORDER RALLIFORMES (1)
Family Rallidae (9)
Seven of the nine South Australian species
occur in the area, principally along the
eastern and southern boundaries. Occasionally some are observed in the interior when
heavy rains have left areas of swamp.
Two Lewin Water Rails (Rallus pectoralis)
were observed in a swamp at Murray Bridge
in December, 1940. As the conditions in the
swamps along the River Murray are ideally
suited to this bird, it is probable that it
occurs throughout those parts.
The Spotless Crake (Porzana plumbea) and
the Marsh Crake (P. pusilla) have been seen
at Murray Bridge and at Wellington, and the
latter has been observed at several intervening places .
In both profile and mannerisms the Spot.
lessCrake very closely resembles a miniature
Moorhen. When searching for food along the
mud banks it keeps a constant upward flicking of the tail, which reveals the white markings on the under part thereof. It. swims
well, bobbing the head forward after the
manner of the Moorhen,
On one occasion 26 Black-tailed Waterhens
(Tribonyx ventralis) were present on the reclaimed swamp land at Swanport during the
whole of the two days spent there by the
writer, and in the summer of 1941 several
were seen in. the vicinity of Kinchina.. They
probably visit the district at irregular intervals, coinciding with the southward movement
'of these birds which occurs from time to time.
The Moorhen (Gallinula tenebrosas is very
numerous all along the River Murray, and
nests very freely in the reeds and Weeping
Willows (Salix) along the banks and in the
swamps.
Another frequently seen swamp dweller in
the same localities is the Eastern Swamp Hen
or Bald Coot (Porphyrio melanotus). In
March, 1932, parties of 50 or 60 'of these
birds were frequently seen feeding on the
swamps at Wellington.
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This species has several interesti~g ha~its
or mannerisms that are unexpected In a bird
which at first glance appears rather dull and
clumsy, The awkward appearance of the bird
when racing across a swamp to the cover of
a patch of reeds with wings flapping and its
long legs looking like stilts, and the clumsy
manner in which it crashes into the reeds
when alighting, do not prepare 'one for the
quiet, thoughtful ways which are revealed
when it is closely watched as it feeds. It
frequently picks up articles of food in one
foot and, clasping the food in its toes, proceeds to eat it after the manner of a parrot.
Another characteristic is noticed when the
bird is walking through a track in the reeds
and comes to a reed projecting horizontally
across its path just above breast height. The
bird presses the obstructing reed down first
with the under part of the beak and then
with one foot until level with the track. Holding it in this position with the foot the bird
passes over, allowing the reed to slowly return
to its original position.
Although the feet are not webbed the
Swamp Hen may occasionally be seen swimming. It enters the water very slowly and
carefully, and its progress through the water
is very labored and slow. The wings are
held folded but high up on the back clear
of the water. The sight of this bird swimming reminds one of a woman holding up
her skirts and walking on her heels through
water.
The Coot (Fulica ater) has only been noted
along this part of the River Murray on two
or three occasions, and three birds are the
most that have been seen at the one time.

ORDER PODICIPIFORMES (1)
Family Podicipidae (3)
Both the Little Grebe (Podiceps ruficollis)
and the Hoary-headed Grebe (P. poliocephalus) frequent the River Murray and the
swamps adjoining.
In 1941, when there were considerable
swampy areas in the vicinity 'of Kinchina,
several of each species were seen in that part.
Three young birds were seen with an adult
Little Grebe on the river near Swanport in
November, 1937.
Although the Great Crested Crebe (P.
cristatus) has not been observed in the actual
area concerned, it has been recorded from
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near Mannum, a few miles north, an~ also
on the southern part of Lake Alexandrma.

ORDER PELECANIFORMES (4)
Family Phalacrocoracidae (5)
The Pied Cormorant iPhalacrocora»
varius) , the Black Cormorant (P. carbo), the
Little Black Cormorant (P. ater) , and the
Little Pied Cormorant (Microcarbo melanoleucus) have all been seen at various times
along the River Murray and on Lake Alexandrina.
On one occasion a Black Cormorant was
seen in the River Bremer near the Hartley
Bridge.
Two Little Pied and one Pied were observed in the swamps near Kinchina in 1941.
Family Anhingidae (1)
In May, 1937, a pair of Darters (Anhinga
novae-hollandiae) were seen on the river just
south of Wellington. When first noticed they
were perching with some Pied and Black Cormorants in a clump of Willows on the bank
of the river. When disturbed the Darters
circled around a few times, and then returned.
In flight the
to the same clump of trees.
neck is carried extended.
There appears to be only one previous
record of this species so far south. That
record was also from Lake Alexandrine,
Family -Pelecanidae (1)
A few Pelicans (Pelecanus conspicillatus)
are usually to be seen along the. River Murray and the swamps adjoining and on Lake
Alexandrina. The birds seen in these parts
are those which nest in the islands in the
Coorong. It is said that, during the period
when the young birds are being fed at the
nests, the parent birds fly as far afield as
these parts in search. of food for their offspring.

ORDER LARIFORMES (3)
Family Sternidae (8)
The Marsh or Whiskered Tern (Chlidonias
leucopareiai OCcurs in large numbers along
the River Murray. This bird, too, breeds on
the islands and on the swamps in the Coorong.
The Caspian Tern (Hydroprogne caspia)
and the Crested Tern (Sterna bergii) have
both been seen at Milang, just south of the
area, and probably occur in the swamps along
the northern shores of Lake Alexandrina and
along the lower reaches of the river.
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Family Laridae (2)
The Silver Gulls (Larus novae-hollandiae)
have acquired new habits since the opening
up of the country and are now frequently
seen many miles from the sea, particularly in
places where ploughing operations are being
carried out.
They occur along the River
Murray and along the shores of Lake Alexandrina.
ORDER CHARADRIIFORMES (4)
Fa'mily Charadriidae (32)
On the samphire flats along the northern
shores <of Lake Alexandrina, the Red-kneed
Dotterel (Erythrogonys cinctus) has been
observed on several occasions.
. The Spurwing Plover (Lobobyx novae·
hollandiae) is numerous along the River
Murray and is also frequently seen in the
open grassy country throughout the area. In
this latter type of country the Banded Plover
(Zonifer tricolor) sometimes is present in
considerable numbers and there are usually a
few to be seen in such parts practically
throughout the year. On several occasions
Banded Plovers have been observed in the
country east <of Hartley acting as if they had
a nest in the vicinity.
Several Black-fronted Dotterels (Charadrius
melano ps) were observed in the swamps near
Kinchina in the summer of 1941, and others
have been- seen at various times along the
River Bremer at Hartley. The species also
occurs along the River Murray.
It is rarely that a visit is made to any of
the actual swamps along the River Murray
without seeing some White-headed Stilts
iHimantopus leucocephalus) , and at times
considerable numbers are encountered.
Along the northern margin of Lake Alexandrina the Greenshank (Tring,a nebularia) , the
Little Stint (Erolia ruficollis) , and the Sharptailed Sandpiper (E. acuminata) have each
been noted at odd times, and it is likely that
other migratory waders occur in this part
at times.
ORDER ARDE/FORMES (3)
Family Plegadidae (3)
Numbers of White Ibis (Threskiornis
moluccas are usually present in the swamps
near Wellington and at other places along the
river.
The Straw-necked Ibis (T. spinicollis) is
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much less frequently seen along this part of
the River Murray but is more common further north.
The Glossy Ibis (Plegadis falcinellus) has
been reported from TaiIem Bend. *
Family Ardeldae (8)
One frequently observes single specimens
of the White Egret iEgretta alba) along the
River Murray. This species does not appear
to be of a gregarious type, for it is rarely
that more than three or four .are seen in the
one part.
The White-fronted Heron (Notophoyx
nooae-hollandiae'[, besides being very numerous along the River Murray, is also frequently met with along the River: Bremer,
near Hartley, and in other parts where
swampy conditions occur even though such
swamps are of a temporary nature only.
In 1934 there was a sizable colony of
Nankeen Night-Herons (Nycticorax caledonicus) in the swampy area immediately south
of Wellington, and although the actual site
has not been visited by the writer since then
several of these birds have been seen in the
vicinity on three <occasions. In 1939' four or
five birds were seen at Swanport,
The' booming of the Brown Bittern
(Botaurus poiciloptilus) is frequently heard
along the Murray in places where there are
fairly extensive patches of reeds and rushes,
and occasionally the birds may be seen. On
several occasions one or more of these birds
have been flushed from reclaimed swampland
areas just after dawn. Apparently they feed
on these areas during the night, and return
to the reed thickets during the day.
ORDER ANAT/FORMES (1)
Family Anatidae (16)
As would be expected, this family is well
represented along the River Murray and the
adjoining shores of Lake Alexandrina.
On two occasions small parties of Cape
Barren Geese (Cereopsis nouae-hollandiaey
have been noted near Mulgundawa, in the
northern margin of the lake.
In March, 1934, three Pied Geese (Anseranas semipalmata) were seen in the margin
of a swamp south of Wellington.
There

*

South Australian Ornithologist, Vol. XVI,
part 1, p. 7.
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~ave been few recent records of this bird ~n

this State and the writer was fOh~udatb ~h
obtaining' a close view of these 1I s 0 in
while they were on the ground and when 1

fli~Jher

members of the family which ~ave
been observed from time to time at. varhlOus
I n the River and Lake III t ese
pl aces a 0 gManed Goose (Chenonetta jubaparts are:.) M
t in
) Black Swan (Cheno pM atrata , ! oun a
~u~k. (Casarca; tadomoU!es) , Black DUc~
(Anas supercilwsus) , Chestnut TQeal ~fbue~
edula. castanea), Grey Teal ( . gL entons) Blue.winged Shoveller (Spatula rhynti ) , Pink-eared Duck (MaZacorhynchus
~e:b~anaceus), Freckled J?uck (Stictonetta
naevosa), White.eyed Duck (Nyroca austr~
lis) and Musk Duck (Biziura lobato),
flock of between 30 .and 40 Freckled
Ducks was present' in a swamp at Murray
Bridge for several days during Christmas,
1932.
In 194.1 Black Ducks, Grey Teal, and
White.eyed Ducks were seen in the swampy
country south of Kinehina.

. A

ORDER ACCIPITRIFORMES (3)
Family Aquilidae (14)
Members of this and the succeeding family
are frequently seen over the whole of the area
but identification is usually difficult and often
impossible, as the birds soar high overhead
or flash swiftly over the tree tops.
In addition to being numerous along the
River Murray the Swamp Harrier (Circus
approximans] has also been observed on
several occasions in the mallee country east
of Hartley.
The Goshawk (Astur fasciatus) has heen
seen near Kinchina and in the vicinity of
Hartley. A pair was found nesting in a tall
gum near Red Creek in 1938.
Wedge-taiIf;ld Eagles (Uroaetus audax) are
seen from time to time usually soaring high
above the mallee country east of Hartley.
The Whistling Eagle (Haliastur sphenurus)
is quite commonly seen along the River
Murray and occurs from time to time over
practically the whole of the area,
The Black-shouldered Kite (Elanus axillaris) has been.recorded from Woods Point. *

* South

Australian Ornithologist, Vol. IX.
pp. 41, 157, 178.

Family Falconiclae (6)
The Little Falcon (Falco longipennis) ~s
ove;
not infrequently seen flying Bwiftlyb
i~l~
tops of the mallee and seems to e a
evenly distributed over t~e lare F I
(F
Several reports of the B ac
a can
.
bni
) have' been made in recent months.
sti nLger
W d' P . t
J N'I McGilp saw one near 00 s .Olll,
. d eSl E Terrill and the writer a pall' of
an
. .
d'
isit t
them several times during a ay s VISI 0
the mallee east of Hartley in November, 1942.
Probably the two most numerous memhers
of the Order in this area are the Brown Hawk
(F. berigora;) and the Kestrel (F. cenchroides) and numbers of each are usually
seen each' time an excursion is made t~ the
locality. The latter keeps almost exclusively
to the open country, and is rarely seen over
the mallee.
.
A number of Brown Hawks appear to he
resident in the maIlee east of Hartley. A
nest found in this part in 1939 contained two
almost fully fledged young.
When first
touched the young birds were inclined to
resent it hut soon submitted quite calmly to
extensiv; handling. One was retained as a
specimen, and an examination of the stomach
contents revealed portions of a Brown Snake
iDemansia textilis). The belly scales on some
pieces measured 1 inch in length. One piece
5 inches long consisted of the .tail of the
reptile.
On one occasion a Brown Hawk was ohserved pursuing a Neophema parrot (probably N. eleg,ans). The latter was obviously
very frightened and nearing exhaustion when
first observed, and was soon caught hy its
pursuer.

k·

ORDER STRIGIFORlj;lES (2)
Family Strigidae (2)

The Boobook Owl (Ninox boobook) has
only been seen on two or three occasions, hut
at night numbers may he heard calling. This
species seeks the seclusion of the dense teatree thickets during the day.
Family Tytonidae (2)
Like the preceding species the Barn' Owl
(Tyto alba) is' rarely found during the day,
which it spends in the denser patches of scrub.
The call, which is less pleasant than that of
the Boobook, has been heard at night in
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various parts of the district, particularly
along the River Murray.

ORDER PSITT ACIFORMES (3)
Family Triohoglossidae (4)
The only member of this Family to be
seen regularly within the district is the
Purple-crowned Lorikeet (Glosso psiua porphyriocephala). These birds are usually observed at some time during the course of a
day's excursion to the mallee areas, and when
the mallees are flowering heavily are sometimes present in large numbers. They have
been found nesting on several occasions in
various parts where bluegums and bigger
types of mallee occur.
The Blue Mountain Lorikeet (Trichoglossus
moluccanus) has been seen in the foothill
country around Red Creek, and on one occasion a small flock of what appeared to be
this species flew' over the mallee country
east of Hartley.
The Musk Lorikeet (Glossopsitta concinna)
has been recorded from Kinchina. *
Family Kpkatoeidae (9)
This family is poorly represented, and only
the Galah (Kakatoe roseicapilla) has been
observed. This has been seen at various parts
. of the locality and appears to be permanently established in the open gum country
along the River Bremer near Hartley.
Family. Loriidae (23)
The Rock Pebbler (Polytelis anthopeplus)
has been recorded from Wood's Point.j
:he .Adelaide Rosella (Platycercus tulelatdae) occurs in the foothill country along
the western margin of the area, hut does not
extend into the mallee country, where its place
is taken by the Mallee Ringneck (Barnardius
-barnardi) •
This latter species nests freely in the area
of hluegums east of Hartley, as well as in
other parts of the district. The abovementioned bluegums contain numerous hollows
and provide ideal nesting sites for the birds
whic~ prefer such situations. Unfortunately,
the Introduced Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

*
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has also discovered these hollows,· and has
monopolised a number of, them.
The Ringnecks in these parts are of the
pale green-headed phase, and do not display
the dark greyish crown which is characteristic
of the birds found in the more northerly districts.
.
The Red-rumped Parrot (Psephotus haematonotus) is numerous throughout the district
and nests freely in places. It competes with
the Ringnecks for the hollows in the above
mentioned patch of bluegums,
The presence of the Mulga Parrot (P.
varius) in the locality appears to be spasmodic. In some seasons numbers have been
seen, while in others few if any have been
noticed.
Their occurrence appears to be
governed by seasonal conditions in both this
• and other districts. In 1937 they were observed in large numbers in various parts of
the area and, while no nests were found, a
number of juveniles were seen.
The genus Neophema has two representatives in these parts, viz. the Blue-winged
Parrot (N. chrysostoma) and the Elegant
Parrot (N. elegans), The former is usually
observed singly or in pairs, and for the most
part appears to keep to the country where the
scrub consists of broombush and very low
mallee, Mallee country which has been rolled
and then allowed to revert appears to find
their favour:
.
The Elegant Parrot occurs singly and in
pairs, and sometimes in flocks of 15 or 20
birds. They frequent the open grassy areas '
in the mallee.
- Neither of these birds can be said to be
numerous in the locality, and they are not
seen each timet a visit is made. Most of the
observations have been made during the
breeding season, but no nests have been found.
. The Budgerygah (JIiIelopsittacus undli.latus)
has-been seen several times at intervals over
the past six years, but, with the exception
of one occasion when ~ flock of 50 or 60
birds was encountered, only in very small
umb~.

"

'.

P~DER COIJACIIFORil1ES (6) .

Family 'Podargidae (2)
.The ~awny Frogmouth (Podargus 'strigoides) lives and breeds over practically the
whole of the area. A number of nests have
been found from time to time, and on one
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occasion in 1936 four occupied nests were
found. Three of these contained -eggs (2 in
each) in varying stages of incubation, and
the fourth had two young, which were entirely
clothed in white down. The legs and feet
were fleshy-white, but the colour of the irides
could not be determined as the eyes were
still closed. This latter nest was used by
the birds in 1937 and 1938.
-- All nests found have been situated in
horizontal forks or in notches on horizontal
limbs at heights ranging from 10 to 14 feet
from the ground. These birds are exceed.
ingly difficult to flush from the nest, and will
only do so when one begins to climb up
the tree. In one nest, which contained two
heavily incubated eggs, there was a spray of
green eucalyptus leaves. However, no such
leaves have been found in any of the other
nests, whether containing eggs or young, so
that it seems probable that their presence was
accidental.
In a fairly extensive patch of stunted bluegums in the mallee east of Hartley, the Owlet
Night jar (Aegotheles cristata) has been seen
on a number of occasions. In the spring of
1942 eight of them were flushed from hollows
in this part in one day. One of these was
collected and was found to be much darker
in colouration than any other specimens with
which it has since been compared. The colour,
however, appeared to be typical of all other
birds seen on that day.
The stomach of
this bird was crammed with fragments of
insects, including 'the wing cases of many
small black beetles.
These birds will flush from a hollow when
only a very light tap is made on the trunk
of the tree. They appear to have little difficulty in seeing in daylight. One bird, when
flushed from one hollow, flew directly to
another some hundred yards or so distant,
and others have been observed alighting
surely and confidently on small branches
from whence they gaze watchfully around.
On some occasions they have been seen sitting
at the mouths of hollows, and at such times
appear to rely on their protective colourstion and do not flush unless approached very
closely.
The species has also been seen at Kinchina
and doubtless occurs throughout the area
wherever suitable hollows are to be found.

-- ·ptember, 1943

Family Alcedinidae (4)
The Kookaburra (Dacelo gigas) occurs
along both the eastern and western fringes
of our locality, but does not extend into the
mallee intervening. It is quite numerous in
the Red Gums along the River Murray, and
is almost invariably noted near Red Creek
and along the Bremer River near Hartley.
The only other representative of this family
that has been seen is the Sacred Kingfisher
(Ha1Jyeon sanctus). This is confined to more
or less the same parts, but does on occasions
venture into the fringes of the mallee.
Family Meropidae (1)
Only on one occasion has the Bee-eater
(Merops< ornatus) been seen by the writer in
this locality. Several were seen along the
Rocky River between Murray Bridge and Kinchina in December, 1940. They appeared to
be carrying food to their young, but time did
not permit of a search being made for the
nesting site, which was apparently about a
quarter of a mile away from where the birds
were first seen.
Family Coprimulgidae (1)
The Spotted Night jar (Eurostopodus guttatus) has been found in two separate years
in the mallee east of Hartley. In August,
1937, one was flushed from the side of a track
through the scrub in this part and was followed back and forth for about half an hour
in an endeavour to observe the bird on the
ground. It was without avail, however, for
the nature of the scrub made it impossible
to see exactly where the bird had alighted, •
and although its approximate position was
noted and approached as quietly as possible
not once was it seen until after it had risen
from the ground. A month later a bird was
flushed about half a. mile from where the
above incident took place..
In September 1940 a bird was again flushed
from almost the same spot as the above and
a search revealed a single- egg of this species
lying in a very slight depression in the
ground.
Several visits were made to the
locality in the course of the next week or so.
Whether because the bird disliked being disturbed or because the egg was infertile (it
had that appearance), the bird was not seen
and the egg was cold on the last occasion
when the site was visited. (On each previous
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occasion the bird had flushed off the egg,
which was warm.)
Other records of this
species have been made from several parts
of this locality.
The flight of the Nightjar is remarkably
silent. On one occasion a bird passed within
ahout 3 feet of the writer's face when flushed
by another member of the party, but, although
the displacement of air could be felt, practically no sound could be detected. The white
spot on each wing is plainly discernible when
the bird is flying.
ORDER CUCULIFORMES (1)
Family Cuculidae (6)
The number of species and individuals
representing this family in this area varies
considerably from season to season.
The Pallid Cuckoo (Cuculus pallidus) was
frequently noticed during the spring' of 1936
in the country east of Hartley and at Kinchina, but since then only occasional birds
have been seen. In the spring of 1942 none
were seen or heard, although a number of
visits were made.
The FantaiIed Cuckoo (Cacomantis flabelliformis) is present in the district throughout
the year, and is not merely a spring visitor,
as are the other members of the family.
In the latter part of August 1941 numbers
of this species were congregated in an area
of gums among the mallee east of Hartley.
They were seen and heard calling throughout
the day, and at times eight or nine birds could
he seen at the one time. Four weeks later
. only two or three were seen in this place.
It may be that there was a plentiful supply
of some particular food in this part which
was attracting the birds on the first occasion,
and that by the time of the second visit this
food supply had been consumed or, in the
natural course of things, had ceased to exist.
Or it may be that, although these birds are
found here all the year round, there is some
seasonal movement by which those whicli
spend the late summer and winter in this part
move to other parts to breed, their place being
taken by birds from other parts. Such a
condition can only be determined by a system of banding.
An immature female was collected in
November 1939. The stomach of this bird
contained the heads of numerous small black
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ants and fragments of other unidentified
insects.
The Black-eared Cuckoo (Owenavis osculans) has been seen at various places throughout the area. On 6th June, 1937, a number
of them were seen in the willows along the
river at Wellington just after dawn.
For
about half an hour their calls were continuously heard, but from then on throughout the
day not one was seen or heard near the river.
Whether they had moved on to other parts,
or whether they would return at nightfall
after spending the day in search of food in
the mallee scrub away from the river, could
not be determined, as it was necessary to leave
Wellington at about 4 p.m, that day.
The fourth member of the family found
here is the Narrow-billed Bronze Cuckoo
(Lamprococcyx basalis). One is not in the
locality for very long in the spring or early
summer without seeing or hearing one or more
of these birds.
In some seasons they are
very numerous. Young birds have been seen
on several occasions; one was being fed by
Purple-hacked Wrens (M. assimilis).
ORDER PASSERIFORMES (26)
Family Hirundinidae (4)
All four South Australian members of this
Family have been recorded from various parts
of the area.
The Welcome Swallow (Hiruntlo neoxena)
occurs in the open country throughout the
district.
.
The White-backed Swallow (Cheramoeca
le.ucosterna) has been seen along the Rocky
River between Murray Bridge and Kinchina
and on two occasions between Red Creek and
Hartley. By their behaviour those seen on the
~.ocky River were apparently nesting, but
time would not permit of a search being made.
T?e Tree Martin (Hylochelitlon nigricans)
occurs throughout and is frequently Seen ip
numbers III the course of a day. In October
1936 a number of these birds were'observed
~ying to. and fro busily examining several
ho~lows 111 a small patch of blue gums in
the maIIee east of Hartley.
One of these
hollows was already occupied by a pair
of Red-tipped Pardalotes, and the resultant
en~ounte~s between the two species are described In the text under the heading of
.
the latter named bird.
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The Fairy Martin (H. ariel) is frequently
observed and nests in small colonies under
the various bridges in the district. One such
colony was found under a bridge over the
Red Creek north-west of Hartley. .
It was in one of these nests that S. E.
Terrill found a Tick which he forwarded to
D. C. Swan, of the Waite Institute.
He
subsequently procured some more of these
ticks at Kinchina and also in the Brownhill
Creek, Mitcham, and near Sellick's Beach.
These were also forwarded to Swan and
proved to be the Fairy Martin Tick.
This species had previously been described
from Eastern Australia, but as no further
specimens were recorded some doubts of its
validity arose. Its rediscovery in these parts
has dispelled all such doubts, and it is significant that some have been found in all
colonies examined by Terrill since that occasian near Hartley.
At the time when the tick was found, nesting operations had been completed and the
birds had left the scene. Most of. the nests
had been broken and only some four or five
remained intact. Two of these latter each
contained a single infertile egg.
Family Muscicapidae (13)
. The squeaky cartwheel calls of the Grey
Fantail (Rhipidura flabellifera) are usually
to be heard in most parts of the locality. They
are more or less evenly distributed over the
whole of the mallee country and are numerous
in the willows along the River Murray.
Several nests have been found from time to
time in the latter part. While no nests have
been found in the mallee area by the writer,
it has been evident by the agitated behaviour
of the birds on more than one occasion that
there has been a nest or young in the vicinity.
The ubiquitous Willie Wagtail (R. leucophrys) contents himself, or herself, with the
insects to be found along the edges of the
mallee scrub and in the open country.
Rarely if ever do these birds penetrate the
extensive area of mallee scrub. When travelling along the roads in the district one covers
few miles within which one 'or more of these
birds are not seen, unless such roads are
closely confined by thick scrub on each side.
Nests have been found in various parts
throughout the locality.
The Restless Flycatcher (Seisura inquietat
frequents the banks of the River Murray and
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is sometimes seen in the foothills along the
western margin, but does not seem to venture
into the mallee country.
There are records of the Jacky Winter
(Microeca fascinans) breeding at Kinchina. *
.Four species of Robins have been recorded
from the area and on occasions all four have
been seen in. the space of an hour 'or so in
the country near Hartley.
The Scarlet Robin (Petroica multicolors is
nearly always present in the mallee and bluegum country east of Hartley, and appears to
be distributed throughout the district. A nest
was found in the scrub east of Hartley on one
occasion.
The Hed-capped Robin (P. goodenovii) ,
although not really numerous, is found here
and there throughout the mallee country. In
December, 1940, a pair was seen feeding two
fully fledged young in the mallee just west
of Swanport,
The male of a pair seen on several occasions east of Hartley during the spring of
1942 was a very brilliantly coloured bird.
The areas of red plumage appeared somewhat
more extensive than is usually the case, and
in the sunlight .shone like glowing coals. The
nest of this pair was found situated about
15 feet from the ground in the horizontal
branch of a tree which was inaccessible, and
young birds were observed in the vicinity
a few weeks later.
The above mentioned male bird while being
observed on one occasion caught a fairly
large winged insect: The bird carried it to
a small stone 'on the ground, and holding the
prize in its beak commenced beating it against
the stone. This was apparently done with
the purpose of knocking off the wings of
the insect, for after they were seen to fall
off the bird proceeded to swallow the body.
A nest containing eggs was found near
Kinchina on one occasion.
The Flame Robin (P. phoenicea) usually
arrives in the district some time after the
beginning of February and departs in June
or July. It has been recorded from the open
country along the northern shore 'of Lake
Alexandrine and for several successive years
in the foothill country along Red Creek. A
pair of birds was collected in this latter part

*
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on 28th February, 1940. This is believed to
be one of the earliest records of the. arrival
'of the species in the central part of this State.
The stomachs of both these birds were
crammed with fragments of small ~lack ants,
and one contained a small, reddIsh-colored
grub.
The Hooded Robin (Melanodryas cucullata) occurs throughout the district in varying
numbers, and nests have been found on
several 'occasions. There are usually several
pairs spread over the area of bluegums among
the mallee east of Hartley.
Family Pachycephalidae (7)
Four species of Whistler have b.een recorded from the area, and on occasions all
four are seen in one day in the mallee east
of Hartley. One day in November, 1941, the
four were seen within an area of less than
'one square mile in that part.
Both the Golden Whistler (Pachycephala
pectoralis) and the Rufous Whistler (P.
rufiventris) are distributed throughout, t~e
former being more numerous.
Juvemle
Golden Whistlers have been. observed on a
number of occasions both in the country east
'of Hartley and in the vicinity of Kinehina.
The only actual evidence of the Rufous
Whistler breeding in the locality was a male
of the species feeding a young bird near
Kinchina in December 1940.
The Red-lored Whistler (P. rufogularis)
was first recorded from these parts on December I, 1939.*
The -locality in which the
specimen was collected is east of the area
already set aside as a sanctuary, and since
the above date several birds of the species
have been seen and heard several miles west
'of the said sanctuary. No nests have been
located, but there would seem to be little
doubt that the birds breed here.
An extension of the area of the present
reserve is extremely vital to the retention of
this rare and restricted species in the district.
The only other known habitat in this State is
the country contained in the triangle formed
by Karoonda, Pinnaroo and Peebinga, while
in Victoria, the only other State from which
it has been recorded, it appears to be confined
to the country adjoining the S.A. border between Pinnaroo and Peebinga. Every effort

*
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should therefore be made to ensure its preservation.
.
The Gilbert Whistler (P. inornata) IS the
most frequently met with member of the genus
and at times numbers are seen In the course
of a day. A nest constructed on top of the
discarded nest of a White-browed Babbler
(Pomatostomus superciliosus) was found III
the fork ofa teatree (M elaleuca pubescens)
in the country east of Hartley in No~ember,
1941. It contained two eggs. Dur!ng the
breeding season the Gilbert Whistler IS often
readily attracted by the "kissing" sound made
with the lips, and the writer ~laS broug~t
them to within 5 'or 6 feet by this method III
dense scrub country where one can stand
hidden in the growth.
The Grey Thrush (Colluricincla harmonica) is found throughout the area, and it
breeds freely.
Nests containing eggs or
young have been found on several occasions
in various parts.
Family Grallinidae (I)
The Magpie Lark (Grallina cyanoleuca)
does not extend into the mallee country but
is found. along practically all the boundaries
of the district. It is very numerous along
the River Murray, and there are usually some
to be seen along the River Bremer near Hartley and along Red Creek. Nests have been
seen in the latter part on several occasions.
Family Falcunculiiiae (3)
The Crested Bell-bird (Oreoica gutturalis)
is distributed throughout the mallee country
in the district. Occupied nests of this species
have been found at Kinchina at various times.
On each occasion when a night has heen spent
in these parts numbers have been observed
just after sunrise. At such time they perch
on dead branches projecting above the foliaO'e
of bushes, and give vent to a variety of calls.
During the rest of the day, however, they are
rarely seen and only occasionally heard. The
"hell" call is usually only heard toward
evening.
Family Campophagidae (4)
Black-faced
Cuckoo-Shrikes
(Coracina
nouae-hollandiaes occur extensively over the
whole area and frequently numbers are seen.
An immature female was collected in the
mallee east of Hartley in September, 1937.
The stomach of this specimen contained three
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species o~ beetles, the majority being a small
black variety, and a worm about an inch long.
.In the e~rIy spring of each year the White.
~m~ed Triller (Lalage tricolor) arrives in the
d~s!nct. Some years see greater numbers of
VISItors than others, but there are usually a
few to be seen in the patch of blueO"ums east
of Hartley in the appropriate season, Nests
"have been round in the latter part in several
years. .In November, 1942, three were
located in one day in a small area.
All
were built in horizontal forks at some height
from the ground and could not be reached
to determine their contents. Birds were observed sitting on the nests. Both sexes take
their turn. at incubating the eggs and the
'fch,ange over" has been seen 'On several
occasions. At such times the one which is
c:bout to relieve alights on the branch along.
SIdethe nest, whereupon the other Immediately
leaves and flies off. The relief party loses
no time in settling on the nest, and the whole
operation is carried 'out so quickly that if
one allows his attention to wander from the
nest just before the change is commenced he
will look back to find a male bird sitting
where the female had been a few' moments
before.
Family Cinclosomatidae (9)
One of the shyest birds in the mallee is the
Chestnut Quail.thrush (Cinclosoma castanotum), and it is difficult to say whether it is
numerous in this district or not. It has only
been observed on two or three occasions, two
birds being the greatest number seen at any
time, and each of these occasions has been
just around sunrise. It may be that if one
could be in these parts at this time of the
day more often more of these birds would be
encountered. Although many visits have been
made over a period of years none have been
seen at a later hour of the day. A male
specimen was obtained in September, 1937,
and the stomach contained numbers of cruciferous seeds and the stones of small berries.
The Southern Scrub Robin (Drymodes
brunneopgyia) is very numerous throughout
the mallee areas. Nests containing eggs have
been located on several occasions, while
numbers of old nests have been seen. They
are almost invariably situated in a slight
depression in the ground under a Broombush
(Baeckia). Like the Bell-bird this species is
frequently seen at'sunrise on the top of a
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dead mallee, from whence it calls loudly
and contmuously. Later in the day it is
rarely seen off the ground.
It is doubtful if any bird has calls which
are so different in character as are those of
this species. One call is a plaintive mourn.
ful whistle which, though softly uttered or
almost sighed, is pitched in a note which is
s~ penetrating that it may be heard for some
distance, Contrasting with this call is the
loud cheerful "chick-a-wee" given in joyous,
carefree notes, which call is frequently taken
up by others at various points around and
repeated until the hush rings with the sound.
When these birds have a nest 'or young in
!he"vicinity, or wh~n attracted by the "kisslUg sound, to .which they readily respond,
they greet the mtruder with loud harsh
scolding calls.
"
The White-browed Babbler (Pomatostomus

supercili~sus) is found in numbers through-

out, and m some parts the nests of these birds
are found literally in every bush. All hut
a very few are, however, 'old and deserted.
The hulky, substantial structures withstand
the climatic stresses for many years and 'frequently appear new when the nests of" other
species built at, the same .time 'have disintegrated and heen scattered to the four
winds. Bronzewing Pigeons, Thrushes, Gil·
bert Whistlers and other birds frequently
make use of these nests and save themselves
much work by building on top of them.
Occupied nests of the Babbler have been
located on a number of occasions in situations varying from a dwarf Native Pine
(Callitris) less than 3 feet high, to Teatree
(M. pubescensi up to 8 feet and even 10 feet
from the ground.

Family Epthianuridae (4)
In the open country and in the cleared
areas in the mallee the White·fronted Chat
(Epthianura albifrons) occurs in numbers,
and young birds have been noted on several
occasions.
About 15 Crimson Chats (E. tricolor) were
seen by the writer in some open country about
half a mile north of the railway at Kinchina
in December, 1940. This, however, is the
only occasion on which personal knowledge
has been obtained '0£ this species. being in
or near the district.
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Family Acanthieidae (25)
The Brown Weebill (Smicrornis breuirostris) is usually noted each time a visit is
made to either the mallee east of Hartley or
to Kinchina; sometimes numbers are seen and
heard. A nest containing four eggs was found
in a low mallee some 10 miles east of Hartley
in October, 1938, and numbers of nests have
been found from time to time at Kinchina.
The Eastern Whiteface (Aphelocephala leucopsis) occurs in various parts and appears
to he a permanent' resident in some places.
One such place is along the road from Hartley
to Wellington at the western margin of the
maIlee scrub. A look out is kept at this place
each time in passing, and it is rarely that
some are not seen sitting along the fences on
either side 'of the road.
•: '. Identification of the various species of
"I'hornhills in the field is most difficult and
only by collecting vast numbers of them could
one be definite as to how many species occur
in the locality. To date three have been 'definitely. recognised, viz. :-Red-tailed Thornbill
(AcanthiUf! pusilla hamiltoni) , Chestnut-tailed
Thornbill (A. uropygialis), and Yellow-tailed
'I'hornbill (A. chrysorrhoa}, The first named
is very numerous throughout the mallee
scrub, while the last named is widely dis. tributed over the open country and to a lesser
extent in the mallee, The Chestnut. tailed
species is found in the mallee scrub, particularly in parts where the Broombush (Baeckia)
is one of the dominants of the vegetation. It
is not, however, nearly so plentiful as the
Red-tailed bird.
Numerous occupied nests of the Yellowtailed have been found in various parts. A
few nests of the Red-tailed species ha{le also
been seen but none belonging to the Chestnuttailed bird have been located, although on
more than one occasion birds have acted as
if they had a nest 'or young in the vicinity.
The Shy Ground-wren (Hylacola cauta)
occurs throughout the mallee in those parts
where there is any undergrowth of a compact
and reasonably dense nature. Mallee alone
with no undergrowth is not favored by them.
This species is shy and elusive and the view
usually obtained, as one moves through the
scrub, is 'Of them darting along the ground
with tail erect and disappearing into a thick
bush. They are, however, very curious, and
if one sits down, quietly in a part where some
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h~ve been :een, it is not long before they

will be noticed sneaking up in short, swift
stages. They will then circle around at a
dis~ance of a ~ew yards, pausing every little
while to gaze intently at the intruder. Any
movement by the latter, unless carried out
very carefully and slowly, will cause them
to disappear in a moment.
During the breeding season these birds
become very agitated when the "kissing"
sound is made, and they can usually be
drawn very close by this means. No nests
have been found, but the excited behaviour
of the birds on several instances seemed to
indicate that a nest was nearby, and immature
birds apparently just out of the nest have
been noted from time to time.
The Rufous Field-wren (Calamanthus campestris) has been seen by S. E. Terrill near
Kinchina on several occasions, but has not
been definitely identified in the country further south, although calls believed to emanate
from this bird have been heard on several
occasions in the mallee area east of Hartley.
Family Sylviidae (21)
The Brown Song-lark (Cincloramphus
cruralis) is commonly seen in the open country and in the cleared areas among the maIlee
and appears to be present throughout the
year.
The Rufous Song-lark (C. mathewsi) , however, only arrives in these parts in the spring
and departs again soon after Christmas. One
day during' September 1937 three pairs were
in the vicinity of the bridge at Hartley and
one of these pairs was feeding two young
birds which had obviously just left the nest.
Others were seen near Kinchina and other
parts of the district in this year. Odd pairs
have been seen in various parts at intervals
since that date, but not in every season. It
is probable, however, that some do 'Occur
each year in the area, which is large and
cannot be thoroughly investigated. It is
recalled that in 1937, the year in which a
number were seen in the district, the species
came down from the north in greater numbers
than usual, and many were observed on the
Adelaide Plains and along the western foothills of the Mount Lofty Ranges.
Along the hanks 'of the River Murray and
the shores of Lake Alexandrina the Little
Grassbird (Meg,alurus gramineus) occurs in
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numbers. It breeds freely in these parts, and
numerous nests have been found from time
to time. One found near Swanport in 1939
contained two eggs of the Grassbird, and one
of the Narrow-billed Bronze Cuckoo (Chal.
cites basalis).
."
During the spring and summer mont?s t~e
Reed Warbler t Acrocepbalue australzs) IS
present in large numbers in both the above
mentioned localities, particularly in those
parts where the Common Reed (Phragmite~
communis) and the Bulrush (Typha angusttfolia) occur. Nests have frequently been
found in patches of these growths.
The Golden-headed Fantail Warbler: (Cisticola exilis) has bred at Wood's Point."
Two species of the genus Malurus are
found in the area. The Blue Wren (M.
cyaneus) is present in numbers along the
River Murray and is also occasionally observed in the foothill country along the
western margin of the district, but does not
extend into the mallee country. The birds
distributed along the Murray are confined to
the river banks and the swamps and reclaimed
areas adjoining.
The second representative of the genus, the
Purple-backed Wren (Malurus assimilis) is
numerous throughout the mallee, Numbers
-of family parties are usually seen in the
course of a day in these parts, and on one
occasion three adult males in full breeding
plumage were observed in one small bushtwo of them sitting side by side 'on the same
twig and the third about two feet above them.
This species is for the most part more shy
and wary than the Blue Wren, and must be
approached cautiously in order to make close
-observations, This particularly applies to the
male birds, Frequently the uncoloured birds
will be seen sneaking around apparently in
an endeavour to identify the intruder, while
the coloured male remains out of sight in a
thick bush .. Only if one keeps perfectly still
at such times will he eventually show himself.
It would appear that the females and un·coloured males rely upon their sober colouration to protect them while acting as scouting
parties for the brightly coloured male.
During the nesting season this species may
frequently but not always be attracted by the,
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"kissing" sound.
At such times, provided
one keeps perfectly still, even the coloured
males will flutter around at close range in a
most excited manner.

Family Artamidae (5)
In December 1940 vast numbers of Woodswallows were congregated in the country
along the Rocky River between Murray Bridge
and Kinchina and extending both north and
south of the river for several miles. Just
how far each way they extended was not
determined, but large numbers were seen
three miles north and lesser numbers rather
more than that distance south.
This congregation was made up in the main
of, three species, viz.: Masked Wood·swallow
(Artamus personatus), White-browed Woodswallow (A. superciliosus) and Black-faced
Wood·swallow (A. melanops), with a few
pairs of Dusky Wood·swallows (A. cyanopterus) , these latter being probably the regular
local residents of this part. The: Masked
species were very much in the maj-ority and
exceeded the White-browed birds, which' were
the next in numbers, by a proportion of from
20 or 30 to 1. Between 10 and 15 pairs of
the Black-faced variety were seen in a patch
of large mallee near the western outskirts of
Murray Bridge, and an odd pair or two were
observed in other parts.
The three first named species were nesting
and a large number of nests were found. No
actual count of the number seen was made,
but it must have been in the vicinity of 200
and that would be only a small proportion
of the total number in the area.
Those of the Masked bird were the most
numerous by far, and frequently as many as
six or seven could be seen from the 'one point.
Most of the nests contained young birds at
varying stages of development, from those
just hatched to some almost ready to leave
the nest. A few nests contained eggs which
appeared heavily incubated.
"
Some fifteen or twenty nests of the White·
. brewed species were found.' All 'of them
contained young, as did the four nests of
the Black-faced. species which were located in
the patch of scrub where the majority of
this species were seen.
As stated above, a few pairs of Dusky
Wood-swallows were seen, but none of their
nests were found,
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The nests of all of the other three species
'Occupied a variety of situations ranging from
four to five feet from the ground to a height
of ten feet or even more.
Some were in
horizontal forks, others were' in vertical
forks, still others were among the foliage of
some 'of the more dense type of bushes, while
a few were found in the hollowed tops of
fencing posts. The trees and bushes in
which nests were found included gums,
mallees, teatree, hroomhush, cassia and several others.
The total number of birds of this family
present on this occasion must have amounted
to many thousands, and in some parts the
air was thick with them wheeling and swooping in pursuit of insects to feed their young.
The clamour of their calls, particularly in
parts where there were numbers of nests, was
such that the whole countryside seemed filled
with the sound.
The presence of such large numbers of
these biFds in anyone place necessitates a
tremendous supply of insect food and, judging by the frequency with which the birds
carried food to their young, there appeared
to be no shortage on this occasion. Unfortunately the type or types of insects being
caught could not be determined. They were
caught at an altitude too high to discern them
and the birds would not feed the young when
one was close enough to the .nest to be able
to distinguish the food. Several attempts
were made to solve the problem by rushing .
to the nest while the young were actually
being fed, but on each occasion either the
young bird had already swallowed the insect
or the parent had carried it away again.
With the exception of the Dusky Wo'od·
swallow, the occurrence of members of this
genus in the area appears to be irregular and
is probably governed by available food
supply and seasonal conditions both here
and in other parts. A number of Masked
Wcod-swallows were observed in the country
east of Hartley in September, 19;t2, and a
few of this species have been noted in that
part at odd times over the past five or six
years. Occasional pairs of the White·browed
.speeies have been seen near Kinchina and
once near Hartley.
The above record of the Black-faced bird
is believed to be the only record of the
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species in the area or, for that matter, from
any such southerly part of the State.
The Dusky Wood·swallmv is found in pairs
and small congregations throughout the area
during most, if not all, parts of the year.
Nests have been found in various parts from
time to time.
Family Sittidae (1)
The Black-faced Sittella (Neositta pileata)
has been 'observed on several occasions in
the mallee and bluegum country east of Hartley, along the Rocky River near Kinchina,
and also in the gums along Red Creek.
Famity Dicaeidae (1)
In the Mallee country both east of Hartley
and near Kinchina the Mistletoe-bird
(IJicaeum hirundinaeeums occurs plentifully
and, while no occupied nests have been
found, several old ones have been seen.
Young birds have been observed on 'one or
two occasions.
It has been said that Mistletoe (Loranthus
spp.) does not occur on the eastern slopes
of the"Mt. Lofty Ranges, but there are some
clumps in the gums along the road between
Mt, Barker and Wist'ow, and between the latter
place and Hartley it occurs to a limited extent
in the Sheoaks (Casuarina stricta). The
stunted bluegums in the mallee east of Hart.
ley are, however, heavily infested with the
parasite. In some parts every tree has one
or more clumps and some have as many as
five or six living plants and several dead ones.
A male Mistletoe-bird was collected in this
part in September, 1942, and its stomach contained three mistletoe seeds and a fourth was
passed by the bird when shot.
Family Pardalotidae (4)
Both the Yellow-tailed Pardalote iPardalotus xanthopygus) and the Red-tipped Pardalote (P. ornatus) occur in the district. The
former is probably the more numerous of
the two, and in some seasons large numbers
are seen and their calls are continually heard
on all sides throughout the day in the mallee
east of Hartley.
Several nests have been
located from time to time. All have been
burrows in more or less level ground of a
sandy nature.
If one keeps very still this species will
come very close when feeding. On one occasion in 1937 one came within six inches of
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the writer's hand when he was standing among
some stunted mallee with his hand resting
on a branch. This bird was feeding on insects, including a species of scale on the
mallee leaves. The stomach of a male specimen collected in this part in November, 1939,
contained, among numerous other fragments
of insects, a scale insect, the heads of ants,
and the wing cases of some small greenish
beetles.
The Red-tipped Pardalote, while perhaps
being less numerous than the preceding
species in the mallee areas 'of the district, is
fairly plentiful and is usually encountered
in the course of a day's excursion therein.
Nests situated in hollows in trees have been
noticed on several occasions, and in one instance an interesting incident was observed.
A pair of these birds were in occupation of
a hollow in a blue gum and a number of
Tree Martins (Hylochelidon nigricans) were
flying to and fro inspecting other hollows in
the vicinity. Each time a Martin came near
the hollow occupied by the Pardalotes one
of the latter immediately flew straight at the
intruder.
As the Martin sheered off the
attacker continued in pursuit, following each
swoop and swerve of its quarry and matching
its speed for two or three minutes before
returning to its mate in the hollow. This
Was repeated some. five or six times during
the course of the/half an hour or so while
the birds were being watched.
Once the
Pardalote overtook and caught a Martin and
they fluttered to the ground locked together.
There they struggled and fought for about
thirty seconds before the Martin broke free
and fled some distance away, while the Pardalote returned to guard its nest. Whether
it w:as the same Pardalote doing all the
chasing could not be determined.
Young
birds could be heard in this hollow a fort-:
night later, and the parent birds were ohserved carrying food to them.
Family Zosteropidae (1)
Grey-backed Silver-eye (Zosterops
h?ln~aturina) i~ distributed throughout the
district. Sometimes numbers are seen, while
at others only odd birds are in evidence.
Family Meliphagidae (31)
This large family is well represented as
regards both the number of species and the
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number of individuals. In all 15 species
have been recorded.
The Brown-headed Honeyeater (Melithrep.
tus brevirostris) is the only member of the
genus Melithreptus to be observed in the district. It is numerous throughout, and several
nests have been seen. On one occasion a bird
was watched constructing its nest in a low
bushy mallee,
The bird returned four or
five times with material (cobwebs and hair),
which it weaved into the' structure.
The loud "Cherry-ripe" call of the Striped
Honeyeater (Plectorhyncha lanceolata) has
been heard on several occasions in the mallee
country east of Hartley, and in 1939 S. E.
Terrill saw four or five of these birds at a
well in this locality.
In 1936 S. E. Terrill and the late R. Minchin saw a flock of from 40 to 50 Black
Honeyeaters (Myzomela nigra) in a patch of
burnt scrub near Kinchina, The birds however, left the neighborhood almost a; soon
as they were identified, and no observations
concerning thein habits could he made.
In the more open parts of the mallee country, where the growth is of a heathy nature
and consists principally of Banksia and
other low: ~us~es, the Tawny-crowned Honeyeater (Ghc~phda melanops) is very numerous.
Nests of this species have been found on
frequ?nt occasions. They are usually- situated In a dense bushy scrub about eighteen
inches or two feet from the ground.
~he White-fronted Honeyeater (Gliciphila
albifrons) has not been observed in this
local~ty. every year.
This may not mean
~hat It IS not' a permanent resident, but that,
Its numbers being comparatively small in
these parts, it moves about within the area
foll-owing the best food supply. Some fifteen
or twenty hir~s have heen observed on two
or three occasions in the mallee east of Hartley and occasional pairs have been seen at
other times.
A nest containing two eggs
was found in this locality in September, 1939.
The .Singing Ho~eyeater (Meliphaga viresc:ns ~ IS not seen In any numbers in this
dIstn~t.
Usually, however, 'one or two are
seen lU the course of a day's visit to either
the country east of Hartley or to Kinchina.:
They are much more numerous in the latter
part ~h:m in the former. Two nests, each
containing eggs (one with three and the other
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two), were found near the Rocky River, near
Murray Bridge, in December, 1940..
The White·eared Honeyeater (M. leucotis)
is numerous and is distributed throughout the
mallee country. It is rarely, if ever, observed
in flocks, being encountered singly or in pairs
and occasionally in family parties of up to
four birds. In addition to other calls this
species has one which is very similar to the
"sweet" call of a Canary. It is perhaps a
little harsher and somewhat lower in tone.
Several nests have been found at various
times, usually in low mallees. In September, 1937, a nest. was found containing two
young, which were just able to fly. The
young attain adult plumage before leaving
the nest, and the only outstanding distinctions
between them and their parents are the. shorter
tail, the yellow gape, and the somewhat
downy appearance of the plumage.
The bird is one of the few Honeyeaters
that can be attracted by the "kissing" sound.
They frequently become very agitated and
come quite close.
Another bird which is very numerous
throughout the mallee area is the Purplegaped Honeyeater (M. cnuitia), It is frequently seen in parties of from six to twelve,
and its "clicking" calls can usually be heard
from one quarter or another as one passes
through the scrub.
A number of nests,
usuallv situated in mallee, have been found
from time to time. Two were found one day
in September, 1937, about 30 yards apart.
Both were under construction, and the birds
were flying busily to and fro with material.
The fact that there were two spectators, standing quite openly near by, did not deter them
and they continued to weave hair, cobweb
and fine grass into the structures.
.
In 1939 a discussion arose among members of the South Australian Ornithological
Association concerning the colour of the socalled "gape" of this species-actually it is
not a gape but a fleshy protuberance in the
form of a "wattle." Birds had been collected
having a yellow and not a purple "gape,"
and in an endeavour to discover the significance 'of this difference S. E. Terrill trapped
six of the birds from the mallee east of
Hartley and installed them in a large flight
aviary at his residence. When caught two
of the birds had purple "gapes" and four
had yellow.
These latter four had every
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appearance of being young birds of the year.
Before the following winter (they were
trapped in the late spring) the yellow had
changed to purple (actually the colour is a
bright mauve) and remained that colour. It
would therefore appear that the yellow
"gape" is indicative of a young bird. Possibly this difference in colour in young birds
is responsible for it being said that the
purple colour fades very quickly after death.
An adult male specimen, collected by the
writer in December, 1939, was not skinned
until the following day, when the colour was
little, if any, different from when the bird
was picked up. Of course, when the skin is
dry this part shrivels and becomes dark in
colour. The stomach. of the above specimen
contained a large whitish coloured scale
insect, the heads of numerous ants, and
various other insect fragments.
The Yellow-plumed Honeyeater (M. ornata)
has been seen on three occasions in the country east of Hartley. Twice only single birds
were noted, and on the other occasion there
were two. All were very shy and difficult
to approach, and soon made off when they
were followed in order to make closer
observations..
Along both the eastern and western margins of the. district the White-plumed' Honeyeater (M. penicillata) occurs in numbers, It
is also found along the Rocky River near Kinchina and in the area of bluegums in the
mallee east of Hartley. In short, it appears
to occur wherever the taller timber grows and,
while it is sometimes seen in mallee, it does
not favour those parts where the vegetation
consists exclusively of mallee and its associate
bushes and shrubs.
Situated in the mallee east of Hartley are
some fairly extensive areas where Banksia
ornata dominates a low, heathy' type of
growth. In these parts Yellow-winged Honeyeaters (Meliornis novae-hollandiae) have been
found. They appear to confine themselves
to this type of country,and do not range
over the typical mallee scrub surrounding'
such areas.
In the foothill country along the western
margin of the district the Noisy Miners
(Myzantha melanocephala) occur in numbers
and are always to be seen at Red Creek and
along the Bremer River at Hartley. They also
occur along the River Murray.
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In the mallee areas this species gives way
to the Yellow-throated Miner (M. flavigula).
The latter is, however, only in small numbers,
this being the southern-most limit of their
range.
Parties of up to seven birds have
been seen in the country east of Hartley, but
many visits have been made without seeing
any. While they have not been recorded
from other parts of the area, it is probable
that they move around over practically the
whole at some time or other.
The first
observation of this species in the area was
in 1939, when three birds were seen. This
species is much more shy and wary than the
Noisy' Miner, and is difficult to approach
closely. When disturbed it usually flies for
some distance through the scrub before
alighting again. The call is different from
that of its noisy cousin, but there is something about it which immediately stamps it
as that of a Miner.
The Little Wattlebird (Anthochaera chrysoptera) has only been seen on one 'or two
occasions in the mallee, It is said to occur
in fair numbers in the eastern parts of the
Hundred of Brinkley, and is not infrequently
observed in the .Joothill country along the
western boundary 'of the district. .
Very numerous over the whole area is the
Red Wattlebird (A. carunculata). At times
large numbers, doubtless drawn by a plentiful
supply of mallee flowers, congregate in comparatively small areas in the mallee. During
one visit fin 1937 seven occupied nests were
found in a small area where thick masses
of creeper (Cassytha) were over-growing a
large proportion of the mallee.
The Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater (Acanthagenys rufogularis), although not seen in
numbers in anyone part, is evenly distributed
throughout the mallee areas in the district.
An interesting habit of this bird is that of
flying almost perpendicularly upward for
some twenty or thirty feet above the treetops,
and then, half folding its wings, swooping
back to the tree from whence it had started.
This habit is generally noticed in the early
morning or just before dusk.
The bird
usually calls loudly all the while it is
ascending, and it would therefore appear that
it is not pursuing insects as was first thought.
Perhaps these birds enjoy the thrill of aerobatics.
Most of the members of this family may
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be seen at some time or another flying almost
straight upward, but it is usually in pursuit
of an insect and even when not chasing an
insect few, if any, have, in the writer's experience, exhibited the same enthusiasm as does
the Spiny-cheek.
On several occasions an
individual bird has been seen to' make fifteen
or twenty such ascents in quick succession,
and all the while running through a variety
of calls and songs, while several others were
going through. the same performance in the
vicinity.
Famity Motacillidae (1)
The Pipit (Anthus australis) is very plentiful in the open country and cleared areas
throughout the district and seems to be growing more numerous each year.

Family Alaudidae (1)
The Horsfield Bushlark (Mirafra javanica)
has been observed on several occasions in
various parts of the district, and in 1937 H.
T. Condon collected a specimen in a clearing
among the mallee about eight miles east of
Hartley..
Family Ploceidae (5)
The Diamond Firetail (Zonaeginthus guttatus) is frequently met with in various parts.
It is usually seen singly or in pairs and is
rarely absent from the list of birds seenduring any visit to the locality. Near Kinchina
in December, 1940, a pair of adult birds was
noticed feeding five young, which apparently
had only recently left the nest. Several old
nests have been found from time to time in
the country east of Hartley. Large flocks of
Zebra Finches (Taeniopygia castanotis) occur
at times in various parts of the district. In
March, 1938, there were literally thousands
of them on the reclaimed swamplands just
north of the Murray Bridge Railway Station.
They were spread over an area of about 100
acres, and were busily feeding among the
grass and lucerne which at the time was short.
It was difficult to assess the number present,
'as they were continually flying from one place
to another, and, although several attempts
were made to count the number in a small
area, no satisfactory result could be obtained.
There are usually some 'of these birds in the
open country between Hartley and the western
margin of the mallee and at times sizable
flocks are seen there.
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Family Corviilae (4)
A few Crows or Ravens are usually seen
during a visit to practically any of the open
parts of the district, but whether they are
Crows (Corvus cecilae) or Ravens (Corvus
coronoides] or both has not been determined.
They are usually seen at a distance. No speci-:
mens have been taken, and no nests have been
found.
The Little Crow (C. bennetti) has been
recorded from Kinchina. *
The White-winged Chough (Corcorax melanorhamphus) has been seen on several occasions in the mallee east of Hartley. A party
of six were observed in this locality in
August, 1937, and in November of the following year a flock of eleven was noted. Small
parties of two or three birds have been seen
once or twice since then. An old nest was
found in the spring 'of 1940.
Family Streperidae (7)
The Black-winged Currawongs (Strepera
melanoptera) are scattered throughout the
mallee areas, but, although one or two are
usually seen during each visit, do not appear
to be very numerous. The birds are not seen
in flocks in these parts as they are in Kangaroo Island. Occupied nests have heen
found from time to time usually situated in
mallees some fifteen or twenty feet from the
ground. Two such nests were found during
one day in October, 1942.
The Grey Butcher-bird (Cracticus torqu~
tus) is found throughout the mallee, and If
not actually seen each time is almost invariably heard at some time or other during the
day. On August 29th, 1937, a nest, contai~.
ing four apparently fresh eggs, was found III
a small horizontal fork of a mallee. It was
situated at a height of about ten feet. When
on September 26th (just four weeks later)
the nest was again visited it contained four
young birds, which were still quite naked and
their eyes were not yet opened.
On the
occasion 'of the second visit a nest of the
Frogmouth (Podargus strigoiiles) was observed in the same tree about twelve feet from
that of the Butcher-bird. This latter nest
contained two eggs.
The Black-backed Magpie (Gymnorhina
tibicen) does not appear to extend westward
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across the River Murray, although one bird
was seen near Monarto in May, 1937. The
nearest recognised range is some eight or ten
miles east of the river where this bird is
found mixed up with other birds covering
practically every phase from Black-backed to
White-backed. This complexity. of phases
gives rise to doubts as to whether the two
extremes are not sub-specific in relationship
instead of heing two separate species. Many
birds of the intermediate phase closely
resemble the Western species (G. dorsalis).
There are several known instances of a Whitebacked bird mating with a Black-backed. The
White-hackeid bird (G.. hypoleuca) is very
numerous throughout the open country in the
district and nests are frequently seen.

INTRODUCED SPECIES
Four species of foreign origin have, found
their way into the district.
The House Sparrow (Passer domesticus) is
very numerous in the vicinity of towns and
farm houses, but does not occur in the mallee
scrub.
It would therefore be unlikely to
spread into any sanctuary created in these
parts.
The same cannot he said of the Common
Starling (Stumus vulgaris), mention of which
has already been made. This bird is very
numerous throughout the district, and while
it does a considerable amount 'of good in
azricultural areas, its presence in a sanctua~y for native birds can only be detrimental.
Not orily does it occupy large numbers of
hollows required for native birds for nesting
sites, but it leaves these hollows in such a
fouled state that many 'Other birds will not
use them for some considerable time afterwards.
The destructive but beautiful Grenadier
Weaver (Pyromela[la orix) has been recorded
from various parts along the River Murray
but does not extend into the mallee country.
This bird prefers the swampy types of country and it is unlikely that it would become
a menace in the drier areas.
Some fairly large flocks of Goldfinches
(Carduelis carduelis) are seen at times in the
open country, but these birds also do not
frequent the mallee other than along the
fringes.
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SUMMARY.
1. The present Reserve. in the Hundred of
Freeling is. too. small and is of an. undesirable
shape, being too narrow. It is unfenced and.
has no patrolling official.
2. A suitable area. for a Reserve in this
type of country would. be about 25 square
miles and should be fenced.
3. Such an area should be under the constant supervision of a game warden, who
should be resident thereon or adjacent thereto and whose duties would be to prevent any
violation of the sanctuary, control' vermin,
and carry out general maintenance work,
such as repairing fences, pre.venting fire, etc.
4. The provision of water here, and there
in the form of wells:. or small dams would
he extremely beneficial and, in fact, might be
regarded as essential.
5. Of the 163 species recorded above, no
fewer than 101 have been observed in the
mallee country east of Hartley. This latter
number exceeds the record from the National
Park, Belair, and includes many of our rarer
birds which, if not given a substantial un-
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disturbed area of .their natural habitat, will
undoubtedly disappear with the clearing of
the, mallee.
6. The. locality is one of the few remaining natural habitats of the Mallee Fowl.
While this species appears to have been satisfactorily established in Flinders Chase 'on
Kangaroo Island, it is very necessary that
more than one colony be maintained so that,
in the event of disease killing all the birds
in one, it may be re-stocked with birds from
the others.
CONCLUSION.
. The opportunity is taken to acknowledge
the very real assistance rendered by S. E.
Terrill. Without his untiring enthusiasm and
co-operation much of the data set out above
would not have been obtained and this paper
would not have been written.
It is hoped that readers will do all in
their power 'to further the project outlined
here, and that they will talk about it and
get others interested in the preservation of
our wild life before it is top late.

